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The 1985 IAAF Decathlon scoring tables: 
an attempt at analysis 

Günter Tidow 

• • This is a detailed analysis of the 
complex workings of the new 
Decathlon scoring tables. The aulhor 
first examines the changes caused by 
the introduction of this new system 
in 1985 and then goes on to the 
consequences these changes brought 
about in Iraining planning and in the 
determination of the winners. He 
concludes that the new scoring tables 
lend to favour the "hidden 
specialist'' instead of the real all 
round alhlete. 

Dr Günter Tidow is the head of the 
Department of Alhlelics al the Univer
sity of Bochum (FRG). He was the Na
tional Junior Decathlon Coach for the 
Federal Republic of Germany between 
1971 and 1988 and is especially interest
ed in the problems of scoring in the 
combined evenis. 

Translated from the original German 
by Jürgen Schiffer. 

I. Introduction 

On April 1, 1985, new IAAF scoring 
tables for the Decathlon and Heptath
lon came inlo force. The final decision 
to adopt the new tables was preceded 
by in-depth and sometimes healed dis
cussions, including those at an Interna
tional Scoring Table Conference which 
was convened in Prague In March 1983. 
In Helsinki in 1983, the IAAF Techni
cal Committee was presented with 
three rather different scoring 
proposals, only one of which, natural
ly, could be accepted. The accepted 
proposal, which had been prepared un
der the leadership of Victor Trkal 
(TCH), was officially passed by the 
IAAF Congress in Los Angeles in 1984. 

As combined event athletes have now 
been judged according to these tables 
for four competitive seasons, il would 
seem sensible at this poinl to make a 
provisional assessment of the new scor
ing system. Such an assessment is 
necessary, since the introduction of the 
new tables was by no means smooth. 
The purpose ofthis arlicle, therefore, is 
to examine the new tables and to make 
an apprai-sement of their value. 45 



2. Changes 
If one were lo convert the perfor

mances of top level combined event 
performers achieved before 1984 inlo 
points using the new scoring tables, 
there would be no revolutionary shifts 
in the rankings. However, for each of 
the first seven athleles on the all-time 
Decathlon list Ihere would be a change 
of al leasl one place. In general, at this 
level, the athletes receive more points 
for their performances using the new 
tables. However, the increases are not 
uniform. Whereas for his best perfor
mance Uwe Freimulh (GDR) would 
receive 88 points more than he had be
fore, Guido Kratschmer (FRG) would 
gel only 18 addilional points for his 
1980 World Record. The causes of 
these changes will be dealt with in de
tail later. It must, however, be pointed 
out here that any change of rank im
plies the necessity for a more precise 
scoring sysiem (Table I). 

Inspite of the facl that each in
lroduction of new scoring tables (the 
current system is the 5lh since 1912) has 
brought with it changes (the introduc
tion of a new system withoul altera
tions would not make much sense). 

shifis of rank on the combined events 
lists brought about by new tables have 
never caused a great sensation. The 
general acceptance of the new tables 
might be the result of the logical 
thought that, as the lists remained 
more or less the same, the new tables 
musl be as fair as the previous ones. 
However, completely differeni reac
tions might be evoked if the all-lime 
lists in the sprints or Shot Pul were 
changed, even slightly, through the 
later introduction of a new measure
ment system. 

It is often overlooked that, in ils cre
ation, a scoring system can be 
"manipulated" or - to express il in a 
more neutral way -"mathematically 
adjusted" in such a way that the point 
level of a "target group" is changed 
relatively little while the poinl level of 
another group or groups is radically af
fected. In other words: without under
standing the reasons for changes at 
different levels of performance, the real 
quality of scoring tables cannot be 
evaluated objectively. 

That the changes caused by the 1985 
scoring tables are by no means as insig
nificant al all levels as they may seem 
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lahle 1: Changes in Ihe poinl score and rank of Ihe world's besi decathletes (date: end of 1984J 

Name 

THOMPSON 
HINGSEN 
FREIMUTH 
WENTZ 
APAYCHEV 
DEBTYAROV 
KRATSCHMER 

Oiff. 

-^50 
+34 
+88 
+44 
+ 66 
+46 
+ 18 

Points according 
to I98S table 

8.847 
8.832 
8.792 
8.762 
8.709 
8.698 
8.667 

Rank 

I 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

Point.>. 
lo 

according 
1964 lable 

8.797 
8.798 
8.704 
8.718 
8.643 
8.652 
8.649 

Rank 

2 
1 
4 
3 
7 
5 
6 



becomes obvious if one looks at the 
7,000 point level. Here the tendency is 
not for an increase in points but, 
rather, a decrease by up to 200 points 
compared wilh the old scoring sysiem. 
As a resull, the range belween a nation
al level performance or an iniernaiion
al junior level performance on ihe one 
hand and a world class performance on 
the oiher hand becomes considerably 
greater. The lendency towards "strict" 
scoring of medium level performances 
is even more pronounced on the 6,000 
point level. This musl surely have a 
demoiivaiing infiuence on all alhletes 
who, as yet, have nol reached the top, 
but aspire to do so. The question must 
be how far is this tendency justified? 

In order lo give an answer lo this 
question, it is necessary to make availa
ble a slandard of comparison encom
passing the whole range of perfor
mances, from beginner to top level ath
lete, in all the disciplines. The use of 
such a slandard of comparison would 
make the assessment of ''scoring fair
ness" possible. The main purpose of 
such a comparison is the identification 
of performances of equal standard, 
keeping in mind the principle thai per
formances in different disciplines 
which occur wilh ideniical frequency 
statistical must be allocated ideniical 
point scores. From this it follows that 
"occurrence probability" can be used 
as a standard of comparison. 

Thus, changes of Ihe scoring charac
teristics can best be identified by con
trasting the performances which the 
designers of the respective scoring ta
bles think to be equivalent, al both the 
upper and lower ends of the scoring ta
bles, by giving ihem identical poinl 
scores. 

3. I^wer scoring limits 
At Ihe lowesi level of performance, 

reliable identification of performances 
of equal slandard seems to be particu
larly difficult since here, one deals wilh 
the data of beginners and fitness ath
letes instead of with Ihe data of ex
perienced competitive athleles. A pos
sible approach lo answering Ihe ques
tion of whal performance in each in
dividual decathlon discipline is worth, 
one poinl would be to jusl to Ihe lower 
scoring limits of the 1964 scoring tables 
refer to. For this, it certainly would not 
have been much trouble to use the ex
tensive statistical dala of JÖrbeck 
(SWE), who created the 1964 scoring 
tables, or those of Ulbrich (cL Ulbrich 
1950). However, if one compares the 
lower scoring limits of the new tables 
with those of the 1964 tables, it be
comes obvious that this possibility has 
not been made use of (Table 2 on p. 48). 

Generally, it can be said that - with 
the exception ofthe Hurdles - It has be
come easier to score one point. 
However, the changes are uneven rather 
than symmetrical. For example, com
pare the differences in the scores for 
the throws and for the 400m. From 
the poinl of view of setting equal stan
dards, some "one poinl thresholds" at
tract attention at first sight. In the Pole 
Vault, for example, one point is given 
for clearing a heighl of L03m. In the 
Hurdles, on the other hand, the athlete 
must run over ten 1.07m high obstacles 
which are distributed over a dislance of 
UOm in less than 28.09 sec in order to 
be given one poinl. In doing so, he ad
ditionally musl surpass the Long 
Jump's one point threshold of 2.25m 
(even a beginner's hurdle siride is 
about 3in long!) as well as the mini
mum High Jump performance a lotal 47 



of ten times (by 30 cm each lime!). 
Thus, in hurdling, the athlete must 
considerably surpass the one point 
threshold of other events at least 30 
times in order to earn only one point. 
Furthermore, to get that one point, he 
must be 3 sec faster than he needed to 
be with the old scoring tables. Thus, an 
equivalency between the one poinl 
thresholds of the various disciplines 
does not seem to exist. 

A look al the throwing disciplines 
adds to this impression. In the Shot 
Pul, for example, the athlete gets one 
point for a distance which is below the 
release heighl. Given the relalionship 
between height of release, speed of 
release and the throwing dislance, a 
one point performance of 1.53m requi
res only about 17% of the release ve
locity that a specialisi will produce. In 
the lOOm, the decathlete musl achieve 
56% of a world cla.ss sprinter's velocity 
in order to be given one point. 

From the point of view of an equal 
slandard of performance, the scoring 
of the lower limits of performance is so 
unbalanced that the only conclusions 
possible are ihat the sialisilics used as 
a basis for the tables were from differ
ent populations or that they were 

"constructed". From the point of view 
of correct statistical procedure, neither 
of these possibilities are permissable. 

4. Upper limits of performance 

In contrast to the one point 
thresholds, the assessment of the upper 
performance levels is not very difficult. 
National and international statistics in 
all combined event disciplines make 
direct comparisons possible. Further
more, it does not lake much calculating 
to find ralher meaningful and sound 
data of central tendencies via arithmet
ical mean values. Since the new scoring 
tables were introduced in 1985, it seems 
appropriate to use corresponding per
formance data from the period im
mediately before they come into effect 
for comparison. This the very material 
which must have been used for de
veloping the new tables. 

4.1 Comparison of top level 
performances 

Figure 1 gives an overview of the per
formance data in the decathlon dis
ciplines of three different groups; first, 
the World Records as they slood in 
1984; second, the respective average 
values for 1984' top 30 specialists in 
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Table 2: 

Scoring 
tables 

1985 
1964 

1985 
1964 

Comparison of performance levels al Ihe lower scoring 

lOOm 

17.83 
15.69 

llOm H. 

28.09 
31.95 

Long Jump 

2.25m 
3.60m 

Discus Throw 

4.10m 
12.82m 

Shot Put 

1.53m 
4.71m 

Pole Vault 

1.03m 
1.50m 

limits 

High Jump 

0.77m 
1.13m 

Javelin Throw 

7.12m 
14.03m 

400m 

81.21 
78.05 

1500m 

7:54.11 
6:39.6 



each discipline; and third, the average 
values of the marks in the respective 
discipline for the 100 all-time best 
decathletes (dale: 1984). 

Each performance or average is con
verted inio points using the new scor
ing tables and is graphically presenied 
in the form of an "antenna" (WR), or 
as a white (x 30 'S') or black column (x 
100 'D'). 

At a glance, the very differeni 
heights of the "antennae" show that 
(from a statistical poinl of view) World 
Records are suitable for such a compar
ison in only a limiled way. They vary 
extremely, are correspondingly of a 
unique character and do not express 

anything universally valid about the 
real performance standards of the 
respective events. However, the some-
limes considerable extent of ihe devia
tions, together with the fact thai all 
sprint World Records seem to be 
'worth" less than the corresponding 
jumping and throwing records, creates 
confusion. 

A comparison of the white columns 
confirms this statement lo a high 
degree, allhough performances of 
almosl ideniical standard are com
pared wilh each oiher. The fad thai 
columns of approximately identical 
heighl are to be postulated does not 
prevent the average performances of 
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the world's best specialists to diverge 
from each other by more than 200 
points! 

4.2 The effecis of ihe new Javelin 

In general it can be said that, accord
ing lo the new tables, throwing perfor
mances are given the mosl points. 
However, since the inlroduction of the 
new javelin in 1986, this statement is 
only valid as far as the Shot Put and 
Discus Throw are concerned. The 
reduclion in the mean throwing perfor
mance of the world's 30 best javelin 
throwers by about 8m in 1987 leads to 
a reduction of about 120 points. Be
cause of this, the Javelin Throw drops 
behind the 1500m and all ihe jumping 
disciplines (see broken line: WR or x' 
30 'S' with the new javelin). 

This remarkable difference, which 
was caused exclusively by the change of 
implement, has in no way been laken 
accouni of as far as scoring is con
cerned. Consequently, Decathlon 
results achieved in 1985 (using the new 
scoring tables and the old javelin) musl 
be statistically dealt with in a complete
ly ditferent way than the results from 
the following years. The facl that 
Decathlon performance lists, record 
lists included, ignore this is evidence of 
a lack of sensitivity to the problems of 
the combined evenis. Whereas javelin 
specialists, who have comparatively 
homogeneous results, must accept 
similar reductions in distance, the situ
ation for decathletes, who can have 
very heterogeneous javelin perfor
mances, is often completely different. 
Analogously, there would certainly 
have been differeni reactions if decath
letes as good in the javelin throw as 
Raimo Pihl or Lennart Hedmark (both 

50 SWE) had still been active between 

1984 and 1986. 
For example, if. under the old tables, 

the total point score of a decathlete 
having a taleni for ihe Javelin Throw 
was identical with ihe total point score 
of a competitor having a lalenl for the 
lOOm. the javelin specialisi would gain 
about 130 points when the new tables 
were applied! In 1986. however, the 
new javelin caused a reduclion in Ihe 
average throwing dislance for a "good-
decathlete" javelin thrower from about 
85m lo about 77m, whereas in the 50m 
range (an "average" decathlete's "aver
age" mark) no reductions worth men
tioning can be noticed. Accordingly, 
the advantage gained by a strong 
thrower in 1985 was reduced by about 
120 points so that the equal point score 
for our two decathletes in 1984 was 
almost re-established again in 1986. 
Furthermore, since 1986, the relalion
ship between the requiremenis in the 
Shot Put and the Discus Throw on the 
one hand and the Javelin Throw on the 
other has obviously been changed to 
the disadvantage of decathletes having 
a taleni for the Javelin Throw. 

The person responsible for the new 
scoring tables cannot be charged with a 
premature inlroduction of "his scoring 
syslem"nor the late introduction of the 
new javelin. Nevertheless, the simul
taneous change of ihe conditions both 
in the Decathlon and the Javelin Throw 
would have been more desirable. 

Not to increase the confusion more, 
but for reasons of correctness, il may 
be added here that, depending on the 
respective athlete's javelin perfor
mance, the Decathlon World Record 
will have been equalled, in theory, 
when a competitor scores within 45 
points of the present record: with the 
new javelin, Daley Thompson's (GBR) 
6 5 . 2 4 m 



would be worth about 3m less, which is 
equivalent to 45 points (Julin, 1988). 

4.3 Reasons for the unequal scoring of 
the disciplines 

Let us now turn back to the white 
columns. As already mentioned, they 
are particularly high for the throws, 
medium heights are achieved in the 
case of Ihe jumps and the lowest point 
scores can be noticed in the sprints. 

The main reason for this unequal 
treatment of performances which are 
actually of equal standard is the facl 
that, when making up the 1985 tables 
the objective, as implied in the preface 
to the 1985 Scoring Tables book, was to 
develop them according to relative in
stead of absolute criteria. Relative me
ans that, in the case of the upper scor
ing limit, the standard of comparison 
was not the absolute performance ca
pacity of the specialists, but that of the 
best decathletes. Thus, more points are 
given in those disciplines where the 
decathletes (as compared wiih the 
specialists) are weakest, i.e. in the 
throws and in the 1500m. Fewer points 
are awarded in those disciplines where 
decathletes are almost as strong as Ihe 
specialists, namely in the Sprints. 

The Long Jump however, al leasl 
partially, contradicts this interpreta
tion. Allhough here, decathletes 
achieve their best performances com
pared with the specialists, the Long 
Jump ranks ahead of ihe sprints as far 
as the height of the column is con
cerned (the cause of this will be dealt 
with later). 

In order to check whether the new 
scoring tables meet the objective of be
ing constructed along relative lines, the 
black combined event columns have 
been integrated into the white specialist 

columns. (The sample of lhc world's 
top 100 decathletes which had been 
taken as a basis meets strict statistical 
requiremenis.) Con.sequenIly, the mean 
values of 100 lOOm performances, 100 
Long Jump performances etc. from the 
same 100 decathletes are contrasted 
wilh each other after having been con
verted into new scoring points. Analo
gous to the results of the specialists, il 
can be assumed that, relative lo each 
other, these performances are more or 
less of equal standard. Corresponding
ly, they should be allocated approxi
mately identical point scores. 

However, a look at the height of the 
black columns shows that even here 
there are sometimes very great differ
ences. This contradicts the objective to 
construct "relative" scoring tables. 

A verification of the cause of this 
obviously unequal treatment of com
bined evenl performances of equal 
standard shows thai, on this level of 
performance, points are apparently 
given on an absolute basis! If the 
points being given in the individual dis
ciplines were put into a points ranking 
list, there would be conspicuously high 
correlalions between this list and both 
a"velocity ranking" list and a ranking 
lisl of "best performances in combined 
evenl competitions". 

A "velocity ranking" list is a table 
of the average running, release (throws) 
or take-off (jumps) velocities of the 
best decathletes in the world arranged 
according lo the respective degree of 
approximation to the velocities 
achieved by the specialists in the 
respective disciplines (= 100 "̂ o). Ac
cording to this lable, the best degree of 
approximation is achieved in the Long 
Jump (95 "/o of the specialists' lake-off 
velocity). This is followed by the 51 



sprinis (91 to 92 %), the Pole Vauli and 
HighJump (about 87 %) and finally 
the ihrows and the 1500m (80 to 82'̂ o) 
(cf. Tidow 1981). 

The "best performances in com
bined event competitions" list is Ihe 
order which is created if the mean 
value of the ten best results of each of 
the individual Decathlon disciplines 
(independent of the lotal number of 
points in ihe respective Decathlon) is 
calculated and then converted inlo 
points using the new tables. The result
ing ranking list of best performances 
according to points shows a highly sig
nificant correspondence with that 
ranking order which can be derived by 
having a mere look at the different 
heights of the black columns. 

To sum up what has been said in this 
section, the conclusion musl be that 
the objective, of creating relative tables 
has not been realised. Although the 
current mean performance standards 
of world's best decathletes are scored 
approximately correctly, this scoring 
(with the exception of the 1500m) is 
based on an absolute sysiem. 

4.4The individual decathlete versus the 
"average" decathlete 

Much more serious is the irrefutable 
fact thai an individual decathlete, be
cause of his specific talents and weak
nesses, cannot be ideniical with the fic
titious statistical "average decathlete", 
who is the artificial product of the cal
culation of the mean values of perfor
mance in the ten disciplines for Ihe 100 
besi decaihleies in ihe world. Depend
ing on their individual performance 
structures, decathletes can deviate con
siderably from the "standard" in some 
disciplines or evenl groups. The 
problem wilh this is that, under the 

52 new tables, decathletes who are more 

talented at the running disciplines are 
al a disadvantage compared with 
decathletes who are more talented at 
the jumps or ihrows. Furthermore, 
such a method of scoring contradicts, 
to a large degree, the ideal of the all-
round combined evenl competitor. 

The main reasons that, up to now, 
this has not caused a sensation on an 
international level are the fact that the 
introduction of the new javelin was 
made without a corresponding adapta
tion of the scoring system and the fact 
Ihal decathletes are at a disadvantage 
as far as the Discus Throw and Shot 
Put are concerned (because they are 
forced to keep a "normal" weighl in 
order not to reduce their level of per
formance in the other events), thus 
preventing their penetration into spec-
tacular"progression zones". 

5. Basis for scoring: absolute or 
relative? 

The question whether a scoring sys
tem should be developed exclusively on 
the basis of performances achieved in 
the combined event competitions (rela
tive) or on Ihe basis of all competition 
results (absolute) has always led to con-
fiicting views. 

The supporters of a relative system 
point out the injustice of judging the 
performance of combinded event alh
letes, who throughout their competi
tion become more and more tired, on 
the basis of top marks achieved by ath
letes who are completely rested. They 
further state that the physical prerequi
sites which are needed for certain dis
ciplines are much too varied to make 
possible a fair comparison between a 
single eveni specialist and a decathlete, 
who does 10 events. Irrespective of the 



facl that many combined event per
formers do nol surpass their best event 
performances when they are in a fresh 
stale - i.e. when taking part in individu
al competitions - a close look shows 
that there is some misunderstanding on 
the part of supporters of relative 
tables. 

If one proceeds from the assumption 
that the Decathlon is a lest of all-round 
ability, the respective level of perfor
mance achieved in the individual dis
ciplines can only be judged by means 
of an outside criterion. Thus, approxi
mation to the specialists' level of per
formance in as many disciplines as pos
sible becomes the objective measure of 
the degree to which the ideal of Ihe all-
round athlete has been realised. 

Otherwise, one can only find oul to 
what degree a combined eveni alhlete 
has approximated the curreni level of 
performance of other athleles having 
the same goal. Ii can Iherefore be con
cluded thai a relative scoring system 
does nol permit a valid statement on 
the "all-round ideal". Furthermore, 
when using a relative scoring sysiem, 
one disassociates oneself from the per
formance slandard and performance 
deveiopmeni of the specialists. 

In addition, since one can hardly 
keep single eveni specialists from tak
ing part in combined event competi
tions, their participation would soon 
make a slalistical revision of the upper 
relative scoring limit(s) necessary. 
There would be no "gain in fairness" 
if, in certain disciplines - such as the 
1500m, significanlly more points were 
to be given when using a relative scor
ing sysiem. As long as the tables follow 
the principle of cqualiiy, all combined 
event participants would then be given 
respectively higher scoring points. 

ft. Principle of scoring; progressive, 
linear or regressive? 

Aparl from the shortcomings of the 
lower and upper scoring limits, the 
main reason for ihe preferential treat
ment of the athletes having a laient for 
the Discus Throw and Shot Pui, com
pared with the athletes having a talent 
for Ihe jumps, and ihe preferential 
treatment of the jumpers, compared 
wilh the sprinters, was the pushing 
through of the principle of (perfor
mance) progressive scoring. 

Ahhough the implementation of the 
obviously progressive "Sparks Scoring 
System", which had already been 
agreed upon, was prevented in 1982, 
the person responsible for designing 
the system were not prepared to give up 
the principle of a progressive point al
location rate. 

Since, up to the presenl, no concrete 
information on the underlying basis of 
Ihe 1985 scoring tables has been availa
ble (it is only known that this sysiem is 
nol based on velocity as was the case 
wilh the 1964 scoring tables), the per
formances in Figures 2, 3 and 4 (pp. 
54-55) are linearly represented on the 
abscissa, and the corresponding point 
allocation curves for the new scoring 
system (bold) and, by way of compari
son, for the old scoring system have 
been drawn. 

The presenied 100m, Long Jump 
and Javelin curves, which serve as ex
amples of all the discipUnes clearly 
show that points are allocated in a per
formance progressive way. However, in 
doing so, the progression in the 100m is 
so slight thai the curve from the old ta
bles, which are based on a linear veloci
ty, lurns oul lo be sleeper! If one uses 
the jumps and ihrows curves as a com
parison (see Figures 3 and 4), the 53 
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Figure 4: Curves wilh 1985 (hold line) and I9f>4 (thin line)scoring tables in the Javelin Throw. The negati
ve maximum ofdifferences has been entered on the left side. If there is a linear increase in performance, 
the curves intersect at about 68m. so thai, from ihis dislance on, increasingly more points are given when 
using the 1985 tables. Thus, ihe curve sections make clear Ihe progressive awarding of points in Ihe thro
wing events with the new scoring sysiem as compared wilh the regressive awarding of points when using 
the old tables 

causes of the obvious disadvantage for 
decathletes who are strong in the 
Sprints and hurdles is revealed. 
Whereas, in both the Long Jump and 
in the Javelin Throw, the progression 
rate chosen causes a rise of the curves, 
the curves fall when using the old scor
ing system. As a result, there is in the 
100m a point advantage, caused by the 
lowered lower scoring limit, which be
comes increasingly smaller. At approxi
mately 9.55 sec, the old and new scor
ing curves intersect. In other words: on 
the 1985 scoring tables, when com
pared with the 1964 tables, the higher 
the alhlete's level of performance, the 
fewer the points given for each im
provemenl. 

Since the situation in the Long Jump 
and the Javelin Throw is exactly inverse 
- a small performance progression ac
cording to the new tables as compared 
to a small performance regression in 
the old velocily-Hnear scoring sysiem -
after Ihe points of intersection (at 7.21 
or 67.45m, respectively) the gap be
tween the two lines becomes greater 
and greater, which means thai an in
crease in performance on a higher level 
is rewarded with growing rates of in
crease. 

There is no reason for the respective 
degrees of the progression or for the 
form of the curves. However, it is obvi
ous that, particularly in the 100m, a 
velocity-linear increase of running 55 



speed brings about a superproportion
al increase in ihe corresponding energy 
expenditure since the air resistance 
which must be overcome does not in
crease in a linear but in an exponential 
way. Consequently, a rate of increase 
which is below the performance 
progression of the 1964 tables cannot 
be accepted from a physical point of 
view, either. 

Thus, the original intention of the 
new tables lo compensate decathletes 
in a correspondingly progressive way 
for the indisputably higher energy out
put ll takes lo improve one's perfor
mance if one has already achieved a 
high level of performance, has been 
turned into ihe exact opposite in the 
case of the running evenis! 

The previously discussed asymmetry 
between the physical requiremenis in 
the running, jumping and throwing 
evenis at the specialists' level of perfor
mance is thereby explained, ll can also 
be understood why. particularly in the 
jumps and throws, the lower perfor
mance limits had lo be so extremely 
low. In using this quasi performance 
linear principle of scoring, the numeri
cally rising or failing performance 
marks (e.g. 11m, 12m, 13m, or 12 sec, 
II sec, 10 sec.) prevent the determina
tion of equally correct requirement re
lations, firstly al the one point 
threshold, secondly on the level of in
ternational decalhlon performance 
standard and thirdly on the level inter
national class specialists. 

It should be meniioned here that the 
reason for ihc uncertainly regarding 
the rate lo be chosen in each events the 
fact thai, up to the presenl, there has 
been no scieniific basis for the correct 

56 delermination of the respective rates. 

The same would hold true for tables 
in which a regressive principle of allo
cation was favoured. Allhough any ten
dency towards specialisation in a par
ticular discipline within the Decathlon 
would be nipped in the bud by such a 
system (weaknesses are sanctioned 
while strengths are not rewarded), the 
stalement that the choice of the respec
tive degree of a decrease in allocation 
would have to be arbitrary holds true 
here as well. 

From this it follows that a linear 
principle of scoring, refiecting the 
measuring processes, should be 
preferred. Unfortunately, a perfor
mance linear construction of ihe tables 
must to be ruled oul since distance and 
time are differeni physical dimensions. 
For example, in performance linear ta
bles the running disciplines would al
ways be put at a disadvantage com
pared to the jumps and ihrows. This 
applies to the 1985 tables as well be
cause the comparatively moderate rate 
of progression which was chosen leads 
to quasi performance linear effecis. 

7 Consequences 

7.1 Training planning 

Whal can be derived from what has 
been said above for both the daily 
training of decathletes and the plan
ning of decathlon iraining in general? 
Oi course, the fundamental principle 
of decathlon preparation, namely the 
optimization of the relalionship be
tween training effort and training ef
fect is still valid. However, the 1985 
scoring tables have made certain shifts 
of emphasis necessary. These shifts are 
primarily dependeni on the individual 
athlete's performance structure. In ord
er lo illustrate this, the diagram in 
Figure 5 has been made. 
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Figure 5: Poinl allocali»m characteristics of Ihc 1964 and 1985 scoring tables. The white sections symboli
se an increase in points. The shaded areas stand for a decrease in points. The difference maximum is sym
bolised b> a plus or minus sign in each case, signifying the most conspicuous changes from the 1964 tables 

The object of Ihe diagram is to show 
visually, bolh lo athletes and coaches, 
the peculiarities of the new tables. This 
would certainly have also been possible 
by the presentation of ten separate per
formance curves (see Figures 2 to 4). In 
this case, however, the synoptic clear
ness of the illustration would have been 
lost (see Figure 5). 

The reference points for Figure 5 are 
the 1964 and 1985 .scoring tables. The 
point column constructed above each 
decathlon discipline shows whether, ac
cording to the new scoring system, an 
identical number of points, more 
points or even fewer points are given 
compared to the old scoring sysiem. To 
complele ihe picture, the new or old 
lower scoring limits are shown at the 
foot of the column. 

The respective white column sections 
imply that more points are given for an 
identical performance. The shaded sec
tions symbolize poinl reductions. The 
minus signs drawn at certain places wi

thin Ihese shaded column seciions 
mark the respective negative "delta 
maximum" (= difference maximum), 
i.e. that level of performance al which 
the most points are deducted. 

The following four exaniples serve to 
illustrate this: 

— In the 100m. up to a performance 
of 9.55 sec, more points are given than 
was the case wiih the old scoring ta
bles. For a 9.55sec performance an 
identical number of points is given 
(shown by the double line) and the ath
lete who runs even faster gets fewer ex
tra points. It is importanl to see from 
this "allocation dynamics" that, with 
increasing performance, regressively 
more points are given: the positive 
"delta-maximum" is al the boltom of 
the column. 

- In the Long Jump there are two posi
tive zones. From 2.25m to 5.24m 
regressively more and from 7.21m on
wards progressively more points are 
given. Within Ihe shaded negalive zone 57 
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the situation is exactly the other way 
around: The closer one gets to the 
negative delta-maximum (minus sign at 
6.30m), the fewer points are given; af
ler this, the deduction of points is 
reduced again until "it draws level" at 
7.2!m. If one jumps further, one gets 
increasingly more points than accord
ing to the 1964 scoring tables (as has 
been said above). The situation is simi
lar in the High Jump, DLscus and Jave
lin Throw. In these disciplines, accord
ing to the individual athlete's perfor
mance capacity up to 57 points (High 
Jump: 1.92m), 22 points (Discus: 37m) 
or 50 points (Javelin: 45.60m) fewer are 
given. 

- In the Pole Vault one gels more 
points for performances belween 1.03 
and 1.72m because of the extremely 
low one poinl ihreshold. Then, 
however, an exiended negalive progres
sion zone begins. This zone reaches its 
maximum at a height of 4m; where il is 
minus 192 points! The higher one 
vaults over this negative delta-max, the 
smaller the deduction in points be
comes. For example, for his excellent 
performance in Seoul, Tim Bright 
(USA), received 1,132 points which is 
only 78 points less than the 1,210 he 
would have scored under ihe 1964 
tables. 

- In Ihe 1500m one always gels more 
points, the della-max being plus 156 
points at 4:30 min. When compared 
wilh the absolutely constructed 1964 
tables, the lower performance capacily 
of the decathletes is judged considera
bly more "leniently". However this 
does not hide the facl that the respec
tive point allocation rate for an in
crease in performance on a higher level 
is less than according to the old scoring 
tables! This means that the significance 
of the 15(X)m, Hke Ihe other running 

events (the Decaihon) for the decath
lon diminishes! 

7.2 Whal is the praciical use ofthis dia
gram (Figure 5) for coaches and 
athleles? 

If an athlete's individual point per
formance profile (afler having convert
ed the individual performances of the 
alhlete's best decalhlon competiiion) is 
entered inlo the respective columns, it 
can almost automatically be seen 
whether the athletes Is in the negalive 
or positive "progression zone" of the 
respective disciplines. It is obvious that 
such information can have a significant 
infiuence on the choice of where to pul 
the emphasis in the individual training 
process. At any rate, the previous 
"scoring neutrality" was abohshed by 
the inlroduction of the 1985 scoring ta
bles. Thus, it is necessary lo optimize 
the relationship belween "iraining ef
fort and training effect", which has al
ready been mentioned, not only as far 
as lalent, but also as far as scoring is 
concerned. 

8. Delermining Ihe winner 

The well publicised cheating incident 
in the Men's Long Jump at the II 
World Championships in Athletics in 
1987 has unjustly brought the excellent 
measuring meihods which are used in 
today's athlelics into discredit. 
Through the use of these meihods 
identically sirici standards are applied 
all over the world. AU result lists con
tain «relation scaled» dala only. There 
can be no doubt thai, in fulure, the 
IAAF will be able to prevent such 
manipulations (which are extremely 
rare anyway) by means of suitable 
measures. These were already evident 



in Seoul at the Games of the XXIVth 
Olympiad. 

However - if 1 might put it in an ex
aggerated fashion - in Seoul there was 
a case that was similar lo what hap
pened in Rome, although hardly any
body noticed it. Il happened quite pub
licly and wlih ihe approval of Ihe 
IAAF. ll happened in the Decathlon. 
As far as timing and measuring is con
cerned everything was absolutely cor
rect. However, e\en athletics experts are 
nol aware that, because of the facl 
thai, in Ihe combined evenis, limes and 
disiances cannol be converted into 
directly comparable numbers, a second 
measuring system musl be "put onto" 
the first one In order to determine the 
winner and the placed athletes. 

From this it follows that the integrity 
and accuracy of the first measuring 
system can be maintained only lo the 
degree of the quality and precision of 
the second system. 

As shown above, the 1985 tables do 
nol fulfill this demand. Completely 
contrary to this, the 1964 tables proved 
to be very good over a period of many 
years. During the lime they were in 
force they were not criticized by com
bined evenl alhletes. Almost all com
bined event experts agree that the so-
called "Belgrade Scoring Ta-
bles"(adopted on the occasion of the 
1962 European Championships in Bel
grade) have been the best IAAF scoring 
tables ever. Only because of asymmet
ric performance development, afler 20 
years of use, could Ihe compliance with 
the mosi importanl principle of scor
ing (according to which, performances 
of identical slalistical value musl be 
given an identical number of points) no 
longer be guaranteed. 

As long as there is no definitely and 
convincingly belter scoring sysiem 
refiecting the linear measuring process 
with tape measure and stopwatch in a 
physically correct way available, there 
is no acceptable alternative to a revi
sion of the 1964 Belgrade Scoring Ta
bles. In other words, ihe tables that 
replaced the 1964 tables should have 
also been an absolute and velocity-
linear scoring system developed on a 
broad statistical basis. Such a scoring 
system, made topical and revised, was 
officially presenied to the IAAF in 
1983. However, it was not accepted in 
favour of the present tables. 

If this type of sysiem had been used 
for determining ihe number of points 
given in the Decathlon al the Olympic 
Games in Seoul, the resull would have 
been that Daley Thompson (GBR) 
would have been awarded the Bronze 
Medal! 

9. Stability of Ihe scoring system 

It is beyond question that a scoring 
sysiem once Introduced should be valid 
as long as possible (provided that one 
is convinced of its usefulness). After 
all, the iraining of decathletes is nol 
separated from, but oriented to the 
scoring system. The asymmetrical de
velopment of performances or the 
leaps in performance meniioned above 
are therefore sufficient reasons to 
check occasionally whether a revision 
might be necessary. In doing so, partic
ular care should be laken that Ihe most 
imporlant scoring principle is kept to. 
Based on the present dynamics of per
formance deveiopmeni in athletics, fu
ture scoring tables must be adapted lo 
refiecl the greater progress in perfor
mance in the ihrows and jumps and the 
lesser progress in the running events. 59 
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Table 3: Comparison of levels of performance of 
1964. 1982 and 2000 (P: Performance; 64 T.: 
scoriuH tables of 1964; 83 T: revised velocity-
linear tables submitted to the lA.^K in 1983; 
85T.: scoring labies currenlly valid; \A: vclocii> 
ampliliide in metres/sec belvvcen the 0 poinl and 
1,000 poinl levels). Note: all clockings are hand 
limes 

How- is it possible lo predict how 
long a scoring sysiem just introduced 
or about to be introduced will exist? 

A quite practical melhod is to 
project the progress of development of 
performance in the individual com
bined event disciplines during the peri
od of validity of ihe 1964 scoring sys
tem inlo the future. The development 
of performance during this period was 
primarily deiermined by the event 
specialists, but it was "imitated" espe
cially in the sprints and jumps by 
decathletes. The time intervals between 
1964 and 1982 and belween 1982 and 
2000 may serve as useful periods. 1982 
has been chosen because the statistical 
data of all scoring proposals presenied 
to the IAAF in the summer of 1983 go 
back to this year. The underlying 
process of calculation can be briefly 
described as follows (see Table 3). 

The starling poinl is the 1,000 poinl 
level of ihe 1964 scoring sysiem, which 
is constructed along absolute lines (as 
mentioned above). This means that it 
lakes into account all competition 
results (column 1 'P 64'). These perfor
mance requiremenis are compared with 
the average values of the world's 100 
best specialists In each decathlon dis
cipline in 1982 (column 2 'P 82'). 

Each of the new performance 
equivalents is allocated the points given 
according to the 1964 tables (see 
column 3 'Points 64 Tables'). Since the 
1964 tables are velocity-linear, the 
respective performance amplitudes 
which follow from the velocity differ-



ences between the average perfor
mances of the world's 100 best athletes 
in 1982 and the zero point thresholds 
of the 1964 tables (see column 4: 'VA 
82-64') can be multiplied by exactly 
that factor which can be deiermined as 
improvemenl rale in the form of one 
thousandth points (1964 tables) from 
1964 to 1982. 

The result of this muUiplicaiion is 
shown in column 5 ('P2000'). The fol
lowing example may illustrate this: In 
ihe 100m the performance level of the 
100 best alhletes from the 1982 all-time 
list surpasses that of ihe sprinters of 
1964 by 97 points, i.e. the factor 1.097. 
If the velocity value of 'VA 82-64' is 
multiplied by thai number, the result is 
the projected rate of increase in the 
100m for the year 20(X), provided that 
performance deveiopmeni is con
gruent. 

The average performances of the 
year 2000 (see column 5 'P 2000') can 
now be converted into new scoring 
points. In column 6, the revised 1964 
scoring sysiem already mentioned has 
been used (see column 6 'T 83'), 
whereas in column 7 the 1985 tables, 
which are currently valid, have been 
used. 

A comparison between the 'worst' 
and the 'best' evenis in the year 2000 
shows that in the case of ihe revised 
1964 tables, there is a difference of 147 
points between the Pole Vault (1,283 
points) and thc 1500m (1,136 points). 
As far as the 1985 tables are concerned, 
the 'worst' and the 'best' events are the 
Discus Throw (1,454 points) and the 
Hurdles (1,078 points) between which 
there is a difference of 376 points. 

This model calculation clearly shows 
that a velocity-linear and absolute 
scoring sysiem can much better com

pensate for the diverging rales of im
provement of individual events than 
the 1985 tables. Withoul being able to 
give an exact limit of tolerance for the 
most importanl scoring principle, 
which has already been mentioned 
several times, it is quite obvious that 
differences greater than 350 points be
tween performances which are actually 
of equal standard lead to disiortions 
and injustice as far as scoring is con
cerned. The reason for this is that a 
'special talent' at certain discplines is 
favoured by over-proporiionally high 
point allocations in such a way that 
'all-around training' with special em
phasis on the respective athletes's weak 
disciplines does not seem to make sense 
any longer. 

For example, a decathlete highly 
talented al the Pole Vault and ihrows, 
i.e. a hidden specialist, would get 5,487 
points in these four events in ihe year 
2000, whereas according to the 1964 re
vision model he would only get 4,884 
points. On the other hand, a decathlete 
equally talented at the 100m, Long and 
High Jumps, whh performances of in
ternationally equal slandard, would 
have no chance at all if the 1985 tables 
were applied, even if his slandard of 
performance in the other events was 
identical. 

Thus, as far as future performance 
dynamics in alhlelics is concerned, two 
extremely diverging points of view are 
possible: 

1) As a supporter of ihe 1985 tables, 
one must fear any asynchronous of 
progress in performance. Correspond
ingly, either a far-reaching perfor
mance stagnation or symmetrical 
progress in all events would be the 
prerequisite for a long period of validi
ty for these tables. 61 



2) As an opponent of the new scor
ing system, one can only hope that the 
scoring errors that I have demoslrated 
will be increased to such an extent by 
rapid performance development in var
ious evenis that a correction will be
come absolutely necessary. This would 
be the only way of preventing the com
bined events being dominated by 'in
terested' specialists some day. 

For me, it is a little disturbing that, 
with the 1985 tables, a scoring system 
has been introduced in which those dis
ciplines which are scored in a progres-
sive way, are the events where the most 
significant rales of increase are to be 
expected - namely in the lechnical 
events. 

10. Summary and cunclusions 
The 1985 tables are a "hybrid scor

ing system" lacking a standard of com
parison equally vaUd for times and dis
tances. At the upper level of perfor
mance (his scoring system is relative, at 
the medium level it is absolute and at 
the lower level it is necessarily 
"compensatory-fictitious". From a 
statistical poinl of view this is unac
ceptable. In the running disciplines, 
performance increases are judged in a 
velocity-regressive way, whereas in the 
jumping and throwing events they are 
assessed in a velocity-progressive way. 
This means that the original intention 
of the IAAF, which was to give cor
respondingly more points for compara
tively more difficult increases in per
formance, is perverted in the running 
evenis, even though it is here that the 
air resislance lo be overcome increases 
in a non-linear, exponential way. 

Thus, in the combined events, the 
IAAF applies a second measuring sys-

62 tern which is clearly inferior to the high 

quality, precision and objectivity of 
electronic timing and dislance meas
urement systems. 

Up to now, only a middle zone which 
is almosl correctly oriented to the cur
rent standard of performance has "co
vered" the weaknesses demonstrated in 
this arlicle. However, this does not give 
much hope regarding the future of 
Decathlon. On the contrary, it is lo be 
feared that, as the asymmetry of per
formance deveiopmeni in the com
bined event disciplines increases, it will 
no longer be the all-rounder who will 
be the 'King of Athletes', bul ralher the 
hidden speciaHst, whose individual 
performance structure in the throws 
and the jumps gives him the chance of 
penetrating deeply into progressive 
point allocation zones. In comparison 
with this, decathletes equally talented 
at the Sprints and hurdles and the Jave
lin Throw as well as real all-round 
decathletes will have no chance at all. 
They have already been at a clear dis
advantage since the introduction of the 
new tables and the new javelin on April 
1. 1985 and 1986 respectively. 

Based on these conclusions, it is my 
opinion that there is now an urgent 
need for the IAAF to establish a com
bined evenis subcommiitee or commis
sion to provide competent support to 
the Technical Committee, especially in 
regard to questions on combined event 
scoring systems. 

D 


